
LOCAL COLOR WRITING AMERICAN LITERATURE

Local colour, style of writing derived from the presentation of the features and of writing, it is used almost exclusively to
describe a kind of American literature.

Westcott's David Harum and Irving Bacheller's Eben Holden continued to be popular in the first decades of
the twentieth century, the market for serious rather than popular local color fiction dwindled. The tensions
between literary East and roughneck West also inform Twain's infamous performance at a dinner for John
Greenleaf Whittier â€” on 17 December  Boston: Ticknor and Fields,  Warner, Charles Dudley. Harte was not
the only local colourist to begin as a humorist. As Tom Lutz sums up the controversies in Cosmopolitan
Vistas: There are many other debates in the history of criticism. Rocque and Other Stories  Literary Institution,
â€” Article published April 5,  The Civil War had made the regions all too aware of one another as their
inhabitants traveled to, or experienced vicariously through letters and newspapers, areas of the country that
now had names and significance even for remote villages. How does the narrator gain access to them?
EPILOGUE By the late s local color as a genre was dying out, eclipsed by the popular historical romances of
the day, by tales of Americans adventuring in distant lands, including the work of Stephen Crane , Jack
London , and Richard Harding Davis , and by other forms of realism, such as naturalism and Jamesian dramas
of consciousness, that made local color fiction seem limited by comparison. Furthermore, as writers of a
continuing national narrative implicitly focused on what it meant to be American, they often presented
characters as types, sometimes as representatives of the collective traits of a community or region and
sometimes as outsiders or eccentrics whose attempts to fit into a community exposed both the community's
values and their own. Garland, Hamlin. Flora and Lucinda H. Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities, â€”.
Rocque, and Other Stories and Violets and Other Tales mix conventional local color stories with coded tales
of racial identity like "Sister Josepha," in which a young girl possibly of mixed race stays in the convent rather
than risk sexual exploitation from a prospective guardian. The Short Story in Louisiana, â€” With the end of
the Civil War and Reconstruction , northern audiences seemed particularly receptive to information about their
former foe. Themes: Many local color stories share an antipathy to change and a certain degree of nostalgia for
an always-past golden age. David Johnson. Lee; Clifford Dowdey, who had equal success in magazine editing,
publishing historical novels, and writing Civil War histories; and Virginius Dabney, who paralleled a career in
journalism with that of a liberal commentator on history, politics, and social change in the South. In a
subgenre of local color fiction called the "plantation tradition," stories such as "Marse Chan" from Thomas
Nelson Page 's In Ole Virginia presented an idealized version of the South and harmonious relationships
between kindly masters and happy, subservient slaves before the Civil War.


